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Training sessions for managers and staff
Training is an essential part of ensuring that managers/supervisors handle staffing issues in the right way and 
employees know what is expected of them. This is where we can help. Our training is designed to be sector and 
business specific, so we can focus on your main issues. It’s important to us that your employees can identify with the 
topics we discuss so our team of lawyers and HR Consultants draw upon their many years of experience, and most 
interesting case studies, to ensure the content is relevant to your business. Topics we can cover include:
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Training for managers

Managing stress and wellbeing at work Managing absence, including sickness absence

Managing performance issues Managing change, including restructure and redundancy

Managing grievances Managing a ‘TUPE’ process training

Managing disciplinary issues and conducting 
investigations

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) & data 
protection training 

Managing family friendly issues Implementing changes to terms and conditions 

Training for all staff

Anti-bullying and harassment Equality, diversity and respect at work

Anti-bribery (*compliance training as legally required) Social media and the workplace

All attendees will receive a focused toolkit attendee pack. We will also refer to your own policies on the training 
topic during the session to improve awareness and use of these policies thereafter. This also assists with your legal 
compliance.

Prices start from a fixed fee of £950 plus VAT including all preparations, travel and training packs for all attendees. If 
you would like a series of bite-size sessions, we can also discuss this with you.  The training can be carried out at your 
site or you are very welcome to use one of our offices if you prefer.

What our clients say

Feedback from our clients who have attended recent training sessions have confirmed that it was “fantastic”…“very 
informative”…“really engaging”…“vital current information”… “precise and knowledgeable”…“well delivered…“excellent 
content” and “well presented, very good information and good group participation”.

“Paula was very supportive when pulling the training pack together, ensuring that she designed the presentation to 
focus on the key areas we need to cover in a way that our employees could relate to. As a consequence we have run 
some very engaging session, sparking some real debate which demonstrates the level of understanding the delegates 
gained.”

For more information, please contact us: 


